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Storage Arrays from NetApp are some of the most flexible and rich in function arrays in the indiustry.
One unique feature of their original FAS and their new CLUSTER MODE arrays is the ability to provide
both Block (host/LUN Mapping) and NAS (NFS/CIFS) support on a single array. Most other vendors
require separate storage arrays for these two distinctly different workload and storage requirements.
These features can make reporting and analytics on NetApp arrays challenging - and providing
integrated reporting for what and how storage is being used, as well as tracking performance results,
can be more difficult than it is for most storage environments.
Visual Storage Intelligence (VSI) provides a number of unique reporting features designed specifically to
help customers manage and get the most out of their NetApp arrays. Some of the features that make
VSI a unique tool for managing a NetApp storage environment are:
-

-

-

-

Structured and Unstructured Data Analysis
o NAS vs. Block Storage usage
o CIFS/NFS Share Reporting
o File Share Analysis
Specialized Free Space Analysis
o Volume Locked Freespace
o Fragmentation Analysis
Controller Specific Analysis
o Storage mapping/usage
o Performance by controller (IOPS & Controller utilization)
Unique Configuration Error Reporting
o Unsupported configuration warnings
o Multi-path HA cabling analysis
o Single point of failure warnings (Cards, wiring,..)
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Unstructured and Structured Data Analysis (Storage by Data Type)
VSI tracks storage by “Data Type” with the types of storage being:
-

Block
NAS
BAS Backup
Mixed

(Host/LUN Mapping)
(NFS/CIFS Shares)
(File Shares specifically designed for backup storage pools)
( A combination of both)

VSI not only gives you an overall picture of your environment, but breaks it down automatically by type
of data stored (block or file) while tracking usage over time. This breakdown is important because typical
Block devices are configured for high performance - with features like Flash drives or all Flash arrays to
maximize performance - while NAS storage is typically configured for high capacity, with performance
secondary.

This is a point in time picture showing your storage by data type- both how much is available, how much
is allocated and how much is free.
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Trends over time by Data type: this shows the trends for storage considered “file storage” so you can
plan accordingly.

Share File Analysis
The final phase of analysis for unstructured file is access patterns. This feature allows you to analyze
both the types of data stored in your file space (text, video, data base,…) as well as when each file was
last accessed. Understanding access patterns allows customers to make informed decisions about what
data can be moved to different types of storage based on the regularity of information access required.
File Share Analysis by Data Type and Last Access Date
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The chart included here is a graphical represention of the tablular data presented previously. This
particular file share is over 1.6 PB in size and 64% of the space has not been touched in over 3 years.
File Space by Date of Last Access

VSI provides not only the ability to see and track file storage growth overall, but also provides the data
necessary to manage individual file shares efficiently .
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Specialized Free space analysis
VSI provided storage usage and freespace analysis for all storage arrays. NetApp arrays in
particular have a number of features to allocate and reserve space. One of those features is the
ability to “volume guarantee” the space you have allocated. This is a useful feature to insure
specific volumes have the space they may need in the future. The downside of using this
feature is the unused space within a volume is “hidden and not available for use” but the other
volumes or LUNS within the aggregate (storage pool) where the volume exists. While this may
seem harmless to most NetApp customers, the free space “trapped” by all your volume
guarantees can become quite large depending on the number of volumes where this feature is
used and the number of NetApp Arrays within the environment.

Vol ume Locked
Volume Lock

This space is reported in the free space by disk group chart. This space is labeled “volume
locked” free space. This example is a small NetApp configuration, but you can see the largest
amount of free space across the array (7 TB) won’t be reported by this storage array because it
is hidden from the aggregate.
One large NetApp customer reviewed the total “volume locked free space” and discovered this
space was over 2 PB. The customer’s comment was “I can avoid buying 4 large arrays by just
changing my space guarantee policy, and thereby save our company over $1.5M in additional
storage purchases. This feature alone made VSI worth every penny and we verified that even
the NetApp tools were not making us aware of this potential space savings.”
This free space analysis shows all the pockets of free space and allows you to see both the total
available as well as how it is fragmented within a storage array. Sometimes the array will
appear to have free space, but this chart may reveal “no usable free space” due to the
fragmentation.
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Fragmentation analysis
VSI provides free space fragmentation analysis at the array level, but also includes the same
analysis at the data center and enterprise level. In many instances the customer has enough
free space to provision more storage, but the problem is:
-

The storage is not all in one pool/volume
Storage is not in the right location
Storage is not the right type of storage (high speed vs. high density)

Since NetApp arrays generally have a large number of pools (called aggregates) and volumes,
this issue can be particularly difficult and important to manage in NetApp environments.

This is an example of the enterprise freespace fragmentation chart. It looks much like the chart
for an individual storage arrays, but it includes the overall freespace for each array as well as
the largest single pocket of free space within the array. In this example, the array with the
most overall freespace has many pockets of fragmentation and it largest contiguous freespace
is not the overall available. In fact, several arrays have single locations with more available free
space. This is an excellent example of the freespace analysis provided for all levels of the
organization, designed specifically to enable improved storage efficiency.
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Controller Specific Analysis
Visual Storage intelligence provides detailed performance and capacity analysis at the overall
cluster level for all NetApp arrays, but it also provides detailed analysis at the individual
controller level as well. This analysis allows the customer to see imbalances between nodes in
a cluster whether the imbalance is from storage capacity or storage performance. Appropriate
action can be taken to resolve these issues and improve overall storage performance.

This chart from the business unit provisioning section shows the percent of capacity for both
storage usage and storage performance. Whichever is the most constrained is shown as the
limiting factor and is done for each controller throughout the enterprise. Sorting the data in
this example reveals a 12-node cluster when some notes are performance constrained, some
are capacity constrained, and some are not constrained at all. There are many opportunities to
improve the efficiency and performance for this particular storage cluster and once completed
the efficiency improves 20% and performance almost 35%! All from a single picture.
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Unique Error Reporting Features
NetApp arrays are some of the most flexible in the industry and this flexibility can be both a
feature and a flaw depending on who is managing the storage and how well they know how to
configure the technology.
VSI is designed to collect and analyze the network configuration of the storage array to insure:
-

No single points of failure
Multi-Path HA Configuration is wired properly
Unsupported Configurations are flagged
Auto-support is configured properly for notification in case errors occur
Detailed drive configurations are optimized for High Availability as well as
performance (I.e. hot spares exist to cover failures w/o an outage on all controllers)

In the example included here the array is being flagged for an unsupported configuration
because there are different size drives with a single drawer of storage. This configuration is
allowed on newer arrays, but was unsupported in older array configurations. This might not
seem important until an incident occurs and support is called only to discover this issue.
All single points of failure are analyzed. An adapter (card within the storage array) has been
flagged because multiple resources may be using the same card. For example, the storage may
have 2 loops of storage drawers, but if both loops have a path through a single card that card
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will be tagged as a single point of failure (SPOF) and a warning in the health analysis will be
created so further investigation can be performed.
Auto-support is also analyzed to insure email, alert notification user ids and contact information
is included so the moment anything unexpected occurs the proper people are notified so the
issues can be resolved quickly without an unplanned storage event.
These are few of the higher profile warnings provided for NetApp configurations and all of
these are designed to help customers:
- Avoid unplanned outages
- Maximize their storage efficiency
- Reduce overall storage costs
- Identify unused resources to these resources can be reused
So, what do I need to do to manage this type of storage?
Most customers monitor with vendor specific tools which tend to provide the information
vendors want to know, or generic tools which don’t have customized features for each array
that make sure you get the most out of each and every one of your storage arrays. VSI is
different because it is built for customers by customers and contains the information customers
need to maximize their storage efficiency, minimize outages and reduce storage costs. VSI
provides the visibility to maximize the efficiency of individual storage arrays and manage your
entire storage infrastructure from a single pane of glass.
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